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The first difference people notice between niche and designer perfumes is without a doubt the price.
Niche fragrances, as the name of this category suggests, are not widely available, so price
comparisons are most often made online. The second main difference is represented by the quality
and the quantity of fragrant ingredients. While designer perfumes usually contain more synthetic
ingredients, niche perfumeries pride themselves for using mostly natural â€œcomponents of concoction.â€•
This partly explains the price difference between niche and designer fragrances. The most
reasonable way to own a niche fragrance collection without going bankrupt is to rely on perfume
decants.

Since the quality of the ingredients is higher in niche perfumes, they are expected to have better
projection and longevity. However, this is not a rule. There are several famous niche perfumes that
suffer from poor longevity and have mediocre projection, despite the high quality ingredients.
However, the ones that rank better from these points of view require particular attention when
applied. Spraying less is highly recommended in the case of such perfumes, in order to avoid
cloying the surrounding people. Besides spending a huge amount of money on a full bottle of such
powerful fragrance, emptying it will take a lot of time. This is yet another reason why perfume
decants are preferred to full bottles. Not to mention that the body chemistry of people may change in
time, fact that could turn an excellent fragrance into an unpleasant one. Perfume decants are easier
to finish in both of these situations.

There are also cases, when the bottle is more expensive than its content. This may happen with
both niche and designer perfumes, and the reason for that is represented by the materials from
which the bottle is made. Special editions of certain perfumes are bottled in very expensive crystal
bottles. More eccentric niche perfumeries come up with glass bottles that are adorned with small
busts or statues of animals. If this is the situation, it is obviously far better to look for someone who
purchased the bottle and is willing to split it into several smaller perfume decants. Fortunately, the
perfume is often made available in regular bottles, too, so that the fragrance can be enjoyed by the
ones who are more interested in the scent than in the recipient. However, it is important to
remember that perfume decants allow people to own smaller amounts of more fragrances versus
only full bottles of fewer scents.
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Chris Formosa - About Author:
Fragrance Talk is the one stop site for you if you want to buy perfumes or colognes and get a
perfume reviews. Here you will get a wide range of branded perfumes like Gucci, Chanel, Versace,
Lacoste, Prada, Armani and many more from which you can choose the best. These perfumes are
long lasting and any age can wear it. Visit our website www.fragrancetalk.com for more information.
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